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[F98558CR]|

[F98559DU]|

CITY MID

CITY MID

The City Mid treats a mid-cut basketball style to
skate-shoe details. Features a synthetic nubuck
upper with a snakeskin-embossed ankle strap,
synthetic leather 3-Stripes, a textile lining and a
vulc rubber outsole.
SYNTHETICS

The City Mid treats a mid-cut basketball style to
skate-shoe details. Features a synthetic nubuck
upper with a shiny ankle strap, synthetic leather
3-Stripes, a textile lining and a vulc rubber
outsole.
SYNTHETICS

F98558

deliv.06/15

F98558

core black/core black/matte silver

74,95 €

Size 6-13.5

[F985548F]|

F98554

deliv.06/15

FOOTWEAR Q3

§GUYS - BASKETBALL

F98559

deliv.06/15

F98559

ash blue s15-st/ash blue s15-st/core
black

Size 6-13.5

74,95 €

[F98556AL]|

CTX9TIS MID

CTX9TIS MID

An evolution of the BB9tis, the mid-cut CTX9tis
has an athletic look in suede with synthetic
leather 3-Stripes and a rubberised lacing detail.
With a textile lining and colourblocked rubber
cupsole.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

An evolution of the BB9tis, the mid-cut CTX9tis
has an athletic look in suede with synthetic
leather 3-Stripes and a rubberised lacing detail.
With a textile lining and colourblocked rubber
cupsole.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

F98554

core black/core black/vivid mint f14

89,95 €

Size 6-13.5

[F985617B]|

F98556

deliv.06/15

F98556

grey/grey/blue

Size 6-13.5

89,95 €

[F9856068]|

DAILY ULTRA MID
The Daily Ultra Mid steps up with modern sneaker
style. This comfortable suede shoe features
perforated 3-Stripes, a vulc outsole and a bold
colourblocked midsole.
LEATHER

F98561

deliv.06/15

F98560

deliv.06/15

F98560
F98561

core black/solar blue2 s14/solar green
grey/power red/collegiate navy

Size 6-13.5

69,95 €
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[F985639H]|

[F98564AK]|

DAILY ULTRA
The Daily Ultra steps up with a modern low-cut
look. This comfortable suede shoe comes with
perforated 3-Stripes, a vulcanised outsole and a
bold colourblocked midsole.
LEATHER

F98563

core black/solar yellow/solar blue2 s14

F98564

grey/collegiate purple/yellow

Size 6-13.5

64,95 €

F98563

F98564

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§GUYS - RUNNING

[F982721^]|

RUN9TIS TM

RUN9TIS TM

The RUN9tis TM updates a '90s running look with
a layered upper and a chunky outsole. With
welded synthetic leather overlays and 3-Stripes
on a seamless mesh upper. Features EVA
cushioning, a rubberised eyestay and translucent
detail on the back tooling.
TEXTILE

F98272

blue/blue/solar red

Size 6-13.5

89,95 €

The RUN9tis TM brings a new look to a '90s
runner with a patterned jacquard upper with
integrated 3-Stripes. Features EVA cushioning on
the rubber outsole, a rubberised eyestay and
translucent detail on the back tooling.
TEXTILE

F98272

deliv.06/15

[F98289AO]|

RUN9TIS
The RUN9tis gives a '90s running style a modern
twist. Features a suede and synthetic leather
upper with a rubberised eyestay, EVA cushioning,
a translucent outsole detail on the heel, and a
rubberised logo on the back.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

F98289

collegiate navy/matte silver/blue

Size 6-13.5

79,95 €

[F9827321]|

F98289

deliv.06/15

F98273

grey/ftwr white/flash pink s15

Size 6-13.5

89,95 €

F98273

deliv.06/15
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[F982889L]|

[F982878I]|

RUN9TIS
The RUN9tis gives a '90s running style a modern
twist. Features a synthetic leather and mesh
upper with a rubberised eyestay, EVA cushioning,
a translucent outsole detail on the heel, and a
rubberised logo on the back.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

F98288

deliv.06/15

[F98745DR]|

F98287

deliv.06/15

F98287
F98288

ftwr white/solar blue2 s14/core black
clear onix/core black/solar yellow

Size 6-13.5

74,95 €

[F98744CO]|

X LITE TM
Inspired by contemporary running shoes, the X
Lite TM has a modern look featuring lightweight
two-tone sandwich mesh with welded synthetic
leather overlays. Includes an injected outsole with
rubber accents on the toe and back and welded
3-Stripes.
SYNTHETICS

F98745

deliv.07/15

[F98746EU]|

[F98966O7]|

F98744

deliv.07/15

F98744
F98745

blue/solar orange/core black
solar blue2 s14/core black/solar yellow

Size 6-13.5

69,95 €

[F98747FX]|
X LITE
Inspired by contemporary running shoes, the X
Lite has a modern look featuring lightweight
sandwich mesh with a synthetic nubuck quarter
and overlays. Includes an injected outsole with
rubber accents on the toe and back and synthetic
leather 3-Stripes.
SYNTHETICS

F98746

deliv.07/15

F98966

deliv.07/15

F98747

deliv.07/15

F98747
F98966
F98746

core black/core black/blue
grey/core black/ftwr white
collegiate navy/ftwr white/power red

Size 6-13.5

64,95 €
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[F98301-E]|

[F98299CT]|

[F98302.H]|

LITE RUNNER
The Lite Runner is made of a stretchy mesh upper
with synthetic suede and stretchable print
overlays for a glove-like fit. Features an injected
outsole, textile lining and stretchable print
3-Stripes.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

F98301
F98299
F98302

bold onix/bold onix/solar red
blue/ftwr white/power red
solar yellow/ftwr white/core black

Size 6-13.5

59,95 €

F98301

F98299

deliv.06/15

F98302

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§GUYS - CASUAL

[F984330%]|

[F984341^]|

CAFLAIRE LO
Slim, casual and sophisticated, the Caflaire Low
creates an elegant look with a leather upper.
Features synthetic leather 3-Stripes, a textile
lining and a rubber cupsole.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

F98433
F98434

ftwr white/collegiate navy/matte silver
dark brown/timber s15-st/pearl grey
s14

Size 6-13.5

54,95 €

F98433

F98434

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[F98432&$]|

[F97701#X]|

CAFLAIRE

CAFLAIRE

Slim, casual and sophisticated, the Caflaire
creates an elegant look with a suede upper.
Featuring synthetic leather 3-Stripes, a textile
lining and a rubber cupsole.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

Slim, casual and sophisticated, the Caflaire
creates an elegant look with a suede upper.
Features synthetic leather 3-Stripes, a textile
lining and a rubber cupsole.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

F98432

grey/bold onix/pearl grey s14

Size 6-13.5

54,95 €

F98432

deliv.06/15

F97701

core black/core black/grey

Size 6-13.5

54,95 €

F97701

deliv.06/15
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§GUYS - ST

[F9826635]|

DAILY ST MID
Blending a vintage basketball look with modern
skate details, the Daily ST Mid has a
chukka-height suede upper and an embroidered
logo on the heel window. With synthetic leather
3-Stripes, twill material on the heel tab and a
chunky vulc outsole.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

F98266

deliv.06/15

F98266

core black/ftwr white/blue

Size 6-13.5

[F98317#.]|

69,95 €

[F98318^/]|

BBNEO ST DAILY
Blending a vintage basketball look with modern
skate details, the Daily ST Mid has a
chukka-height suede upper and an embroidered
logo on the heel window. With synthetic leather
3-Stripes, nylon material on the heel tab and a
chunky vulc outsole.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

F98317

deliv.06/15

[F98316/V]|

F98318

deliv.06/15

F98318
F98317

ash blue s15-st/core black/yellow
lead/core black/orange

Size 6-13.5

69,95 €

[F98315%V]|

DAILY ST
Equal parts basketball- and skate-inspired, the
Daily ST mixes a suede upper with a synthetic
leather heel cap. Features a comfy textile lining, a
vulcanised outsole, synthetic leather 3-Stripes
and a twill heel tab.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

F98316

deliv.06/15

F98315

deliv.06/15

F98315
F98316

grey/ftwr white/power red
collegiate navy/ftwr white/timber
s15-st

Size 6-13.5

64,95 €
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[F98319&/]|

NEO ST DAILY LO
Equal parts basketball- and skate-inspired, the
Daily ST mixes a suede upper with a synthetic
leather heel cap. Features a comfy textile lining, a
vulcanised outsole, synthetic leather 3-Stripes
and a nylon heel tab.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

F98319

timber s15-st/core black/blue

Size 6-13.5

64,95 €

F98319

deliv.06/15

[F983699L]|

[F983702&]|

PARK ST MID
A skate-inspired look with sporty details, the Park
ST Mid features a suede and canvas upper,
contrast synthetic leather 3-Stripes and a
rubberised heel clip. With decorative stitching
down the toe and a vulcanised outsole.
TEXTILE/LEATHER

F98369
F98370

bold onix/ftwr white/power red
core black/night cargo f14-st/ftwr
white

Size 6-13.5

59,95 €

F98369

deliv.06/15

[F9836559]|

F98370

deliv.06/15

[F9836333]|

[F9836446]|

PARK ST
TEXTILE/LEATHER

F98365
F98363
F98364

collegiate navy/ftwr white/lead
core black/ftwr white/collegiate
burgundy
night cargo f14-st/core black/ftwr
white

Size 6-13.5

54,95 €

F98365

deliv.06/15

F98363

deliv.06/15

F98364

deliv.06/15
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[F98775J%]|

PARK ST LVS
Inspired by casual skate style, the Park ST LVS is
a low-cut shoe with a canvas upper and a
vulcanised outsole. Features synthetic leather
3-Stripes and an "ST" heel patch.
TEXTILE

PARK ST
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

F98366

deliv.06/15

F98366

blue/core black/ftwr white

Size 6-13.5

54,95 €

[F98958O8]|

F98775

deliv.07/15

F98775

collegiate navy/ftwr white/power red

Size 6-13.5

59,95 €

[F98986SH]|

HAWTHORN ST
A classic football look gets a skate-inspired
update. The Hawthorn ST has a suede upper with
synthetic leather 3-Stripes and a vulcanized
outsole. Stitching on the toe creates an authentic
football look.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

F98958

F98986

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§GIRLS - SELENA GOMEZ

[F98877O8]|

BB95 MID TM SG W
Inspired by '90s B-ball style, this NEO for Selena
Gomez Collection BB95 Mid features a two-tone
mesh upper with a seamless synthetic leather
overlay. With reflective faux leather 3-Stripes, an
injected EVA midsole, a FITFOAM® sockliner and
a grippy rubber outsole.
TEXTILE

F98877

deliv.07/15

F98877
Size 3.5-9

collegiate navy/matte silver/light flash
orange s15

79,95 €

F98986
F98958

core black/ftwr white/core black
oxford blue f15-st/clear onix/collegiate
navy

Size 6-13.5

64,95 €
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[F98879QE]|

[F98880J$]|

X LITE TM SG W
A clean and seamless take on a lightweight
runner, the NEO for Selena Gomez Collection X
Lite TM mixes a sleek mesh upper with a
seamless matte synthetic leather overlay. This
feminine shoe has reflective details, including
shimmery thread in the laces. An injected EVA
outsole and a FITFOAM® sockliner make this
flexible, lightweight shoe extra comfortable.
TEXTILE

F98879
F98880
Size 3.5-9

light flash orange s15/light flash
orange s15/matte silver
core black/core black/light flash
orange s15

74,95 €

F98879

F98880

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[F987000$]|

PIONA SG W

PIONA SG W

A most feminine flat, the Piona shoes are part of
the NEO for Selena Gomez Collection. They pair a
suede upper with a satin lining. Synthetic leather
3-Stripes add a subtle reflective effect.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

F98700
Size 3.5-9

collegiate navy/collegiate navy/light
flash orange s15

54,95 €

[F98699OA]|

A most feminine flat, the Piona shoes are part of
the NEO for Selena Gomez Collection. They pair a
faux leather upper with a satin lining. Synthetic
leather 3-Stripes add a subtle reflective effect.
SYNTHETICS

F98700

deliv.07/15

F98699

Size 3.5-9

ftwr white/matte silver/collegiate navy

54,95 €

F98699

deliv.07/15

§GIRLS - BASKETBALL

[F9881167]|

HOOPS VULC MID W

HOOPS VULC MID W

Basketball-inspired, this Hoops Vulc Mid gives a
classic look a streetwise twist with a modern
collar design and a big adidas wordmark on the
heel cap. They come in suede and synthetic
nubuck upper with contrast synthetic leather
3-Stripes. With a polka-dot graphic collar and a
vulcanised outsole.
LEATHER

Basketball-inspired, this Hoops Vulc Mid gives a
classic look a streetwise twist with a modern
collar design and a big adidas wordmark on the
heel cap. They come in leather with shiny
3-Stripes and metallic gold accents. With a cool
metallic mesh collar and a vulcanised outsole.
LEATHER

F98811

Size 3.5-9

[F9881054]|

core black/core black/gold met.

64,95 €

F98811

deliv.07/15

F98810

Size 3.5-9

lead/ftwr white/light flash orange s15

64,95 €

F98810

deliv.07/15

GIRLS
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F98619

deliv.06/15

[F986187E]|

PARK LX MID W

PARK LX MID W

A slimmed-down take on a basketball look, the
Park LX Mid mixes a leather upper with synthetic
leather 3-Stripes and a textile collar on a low
vulcanised rubber outsole.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

A slimmed-down take on a basketball look, the
Park LX Mid mixes a suede upper with synthetic
leather 3-Stripes and a low vulcanised rubber
outsole.
LEATHER

F98619

Size 3.5-9

ftwr white/vivid mint f14/flash pink s15

59,95 €

[F986201%]|

F98618

deliv.06/15

F98620
Size 3.5-9

collegiate purple/core black/matte
silver

59,95 €

[F9860859]|

F98607

deliv.06/15

59,95 €

F98607

Size 3.5-9

collegiate navy/diva/pink

54,95 €

[F98601^Z]|

PARK ST MID W

A slimmed-down take on a basketball low top, the
Park LX mixes a suede upper with sparkly
3-Stripes, a canvas heel tab and a low vulcanised
rubber outsole.
LEATHER

F98608

lead/light orchid s15/matte silver

A slimmed-down take on a basketball low top, the
Park LX mixes a suede upper with synthetic
leather 3-Stripes and a low vulcanised rubber
outsole.
LEATHER

PARK LX W

deliv.06/15

Size 3.5-9

PARK LX W

A slimmed-down take on a basketball look, the
Park LX Mid mixes a suede upper with a canvas
collar and sparkle synthetic leather 3-Stripes on a
low vulcanised rubber outsole.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

deliv.06/15

F98618

[F9860746]|

PARK LX MID W

F98620

FOOTWEAR Q3

[F986198H]|

F98608

Size 3.5-9

bold onix/core black/matte silver

59,95 €

The Park ST Mid steps out in a suede upper with a
polka-dot textile collar, synthetic leather 3-Stripes
and a grippy vulcanised outsole.
LEATHER

F98601

deliv.06/15

F98601

Size 3.5-9

core black/ftwr white/clear aqua

59,95 €

GIRLS
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[F98600#W]|

PARK ST MID W

BBPARK MID W

The Park ST Mid steps out in a suede upper with a
jersey collar, synthetic leather 3-Stripes and a
grippy vulcanised outsole.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

F98600
Size 3.5-9

collegiate navy/flash pink s15/light
orchid s15

59,95 €

[F986030+]|

The BBPark Mid steps out in an animal-print faux
suede upper with contrast laces, synthetic leather
3-Stripes and a grippy vulcanised outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

F98600

deliv.06/15

F98603

Size 3.5-9

grey/ftwr white/light flash orange s15

59,95 €

[F98597J#]|

The casual Park ST steps out in a suede upper
with a polka-dot back quarter, synthetic leather
3-Stripes and a grippy vulcanised outsole.
LEATHER

The casual Park ST steps out in a suede upper
with graphic print lining, synthetic leather
3-Stripes and a grippy vulcanised outsole.
LEATHER

Size 3.5-9

core black/bone/mesa

[F98599L3]|

PARK ST W

PARK ST W

F98597

F98603

deliv.06/15

54,95 €

F98597

deliv.06/15

F98599
Size 3.5-9

collegiate navy/ftwr white/light orchid
s15

54,95 €

F98599

deliv.06/15

§GIRLS - RUNNING

[F98596I+]|

[F982787G]|

NEO RUN 9TIES
A new seamless version of a '90s-inspired runner,
the RUN9tis TM has a modern feel. It has a mesh
upper, seamless synthetic overlays, welded
synthetic leather 3-Stripes, a textile lining and a
grippy rubber outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

PARK ST W
The casual Park ST steps out in a suede upper
with a jersey tongue and collar, synthetic leather
3-Stripes and a grippy vulcanised outsole.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

F98596

Size 3.5-9

grey/matte silver/frozen yellow f15

54,95 €

F98596

deliv.06/15

F98278

clear onix/ftwr white/flash red s15

Size 6-13.5

84,95 €

F98278

deliv.06/15

GIRLS
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[F982798J]|

RUN9TIS W

RUN9TIS W

The RUN9tis gives a '90s running style a modern
twist. Features a synthetic leather upper with
synthetic suede overlays, a textile lining, a
rubberised eyestay, EVA cushioning and a rubber
outsole.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

The RUN9tis gives a '90s running style a modern
twist. Features a mesh upper with synthetic suede
overlays, a rubberised eyestay, a splatter-effect
EVA midsole and a rubber outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

F98282

deliv.06/15

FOOTWEAR Q3

[F9828233]|

F98282
Size 3.5-9

collegiate navy/light flash orange s15/
flash pink s15

74,95 €

[F98826DR]|

F98279

deliv.06/15

F98279

Size 3.5-9

ftwr white/solar pink/core black

79,95 €

[F98828FX]|

X LITE TM W
A clean and seamless take on a lightweight
runner, the X Lite TM mixes a jersey vamp and
tongue with synthetic leather overlays and a mesh
side quarter that covers printed 3-Stripes. An
injected EVA outsole and a FITFOAM® sockliner
make this flexible, lightweight shoe extra
comfortable.
TEXTILE

F98826

deliv.07/15

F98826
Size 3.5-9

clear onix/matte silver/frozen yellow
f15

69,95 €

[F988309E]|

F98830

deliv.08/15

X LITE W
NEO Label's modern, feminine take on the
running shoe, the X Lite has a flexible fit in a nylon
upper with synthetic leather overlays and a textile
lining. An injected EVA outsole and a FITFOAM®
sockliner make this flexible, lightweight shoe
extra comfortable.
TEXTILE

F98828

deliv.07/15

F98828

Size 3.5-9

collegiate navy/ftwr white/blue

64,95 €

[F98829G-]|

X LITE W

X LITE W

NEO Label's modern, feminine take on the
running shoe, the X Lite has a flexible fit with a
flower-print satin upper, synthetic leather
overlays and a textile lining. An injected EVA
outsole and a FITFOAM® sockliner make this
flexible, lightweight shoe extra comfortable.
TEXTILE

NEO Label's modern, feminine take on the
running shoe, the X Lite has a flexible fit with a
stretchy textile leopard-print upper, synthetic
leather overlays and a textile lining. An injected
EVA outsole and a FITFOAM® sockliner make this
flexible, lightweight shoe extra comfortable.
TEXTILE

F98830

Size 3.5-9

core black/core black/bold pink

64,95 €

F98829

deliv.08/15

F98829

Size 3.5-9

bold red/bold red/power red

64,95 €
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§KIDS - BASKETBALL

[F98914CN]|

[F985286C]|

HOOPS ST MID K

HOOPS ST MID K

The Hoops ST Mid K updates its basketball
lineage with vulcanised tooling for a modern skate
look. Features synthetic leather 3-Stripes and a
mesh upper with contrast colour suede overlays
and a synthetic nubuck vamp.
TEXTILE/LEATHER

The Hoops SK Mid K updates its basketball
lineage with vulcanised tooling for a modern skate
look. Features synthetic leather 3-Stripes and a
mesh upper with contrast colour suede overlays
for bold colourblocking.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

F98914

blue/ftwr white/collegiate navy

Size 28-35; 3.5-5.5

44,95 €

F98914

deliv.06/15

F98528

core black/clear onix/green

Size 28-35; 3.5-5.5

44,95 €

F98528

deliv.06/15

§KIDS - RUNNING

[F984636A]|

[F9846257]|

V JOG K
A kids' running style with playful colour pops, the
V Jog K has a vintage-inspired silhouette.
Features a synthetic nubuck upper with cool
synthetic 3-Stripes and a rubber outsole.
SYNTHETICS

F98463
F98462

grey/core black/solar yellow
collegiate navy/solar blue2 s14/ftwr
white

Size 28-35; 3.5-5.5

42,95 €

F98463

F98462

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[F984647D]|

V JOG K

V JOG K

A kids' running style with playful pops of colour,
the V Jog K has a vintage-inspired silhouette.
Features a ripstop upper with synthetic suede
overlays, cool synthetic 3-Stripes and a rubber
outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

F98464

blue/ftwr white/power red

Size 28-35; 3.5-5.5

42,95 €

[F984658G]|

A kids' running style with playful pops of colour,
the V Jog K has a vintage-inspired silhouette.
Features a synthetic nubuck upper with synthetic
suede overlays, cool synthetic 3-Stripes, shiny
two-tone laces and a rubber outsole.

F98464

deliv.06/15

F98465

tribe purple s14/flash red s15/clear
aqua

Size 28-35; 3.5-5.5

42,95 €

F98465

deliv.06/15

KIDS
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[F98753DQ]|

[F98752CN]|

JOG VS CMF K
A back-to-school trainer for active kids, the Jog
VS CMF K has a sporty look in synthetic leather
with reinforced overlays and contrast 3-Stripes.
With a textile lining and a grippy rubber outsole.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

F98751

F98753

F98752

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

F98753
F98752
F98751

collegiate navy/power red/ftwr white
ftwr white/blue/collegiate navy
ftwr white/pink/diva

Size 28-35; 3.5-5.5

29,95 €

§CHILDREN - RUNNING

[F98756GZ]|

DINO VS CMF C
The kids' Dino VS CMF C pairs a training-inspired
design with a cool back-to-school look. Made in
layered synthetic leather with multicoloured
3-Stripes, a textile lining, and a sturdy rubber toe
bumper and outsole.
SYNTHETICS

F98756

deliv.07/15

F98756

ftwr white/blue/power red

Size 28-35

[F98754ET]|

29,95 €

[F98755FW]|

DINO VS CMF C
The kids' Dino VS CMF C pairs a training-inspired
design with a cool back-to-school look. Made in
layered nylon and synthetic suede with contrast
3-Stripes, a fun graphic lining, and a sturdy
rubber toe bumper and outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

F98754

deliv.07/15

F98755

deliv.07/15

F98755
F98754

blue/ftwr white/oxford blue f15-st
light orchid s15/ftwr white/matte silver

Size 28-35

29,95 €

FOOTWEAR Q3
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INFANTS
RUNNING

§INFANTS - RUNNING

[F98476BO]|

[F98477CR]|

V JOG CMF INF
Classically adorable, the V Jog CMF I has a
vintage-inspired toddlers' running silhouette with
a synthetic nubuck upper, synthetic 3-Stripes and
a hook-and-loop comfort closure.
SYNTHETICS

F98476
F98477

grey/core black/solar yellow
collegiate navy/solar blue2 s14/solar
orange

Size 19-27

34,95 €

F98476

F98477

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[F984727C]|

[F98478DU]|

V JOG CMF INF
Classically adorable, the V Jog CMF I has a
vintage-inspired toddlers' running silhouette.
Featuring a synthetic nubuck upper with contrast
synthetic suede overlays, shiny synthetic
3-Stripes and a hook-and-loop comfort closure.
SYNTHETICS

V JOG CMF INF
Classically adorable, the V Jog CMF I has a
vintage-inspired toddlers' running silhouette with
a ripstop nylon upper, synthetic 3-Stripes and a
hook-and-loop comfort closure.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

F98472

blue/ftwr white/power red

Size 19-27

34,95 €

F98472

deliv.06/15

[F98759J#]|

DINO VS INF
The Dino VS I pairs a training-inspired design with
a cool modern look for little ones. Made in layered
synthetic leather with multicoloured 3-Stripes, a
textile lining, and a sturdy rubber toe bumper and
outsole.
SYNTHETICS

F98759

ftwr white/blue/power red

Size 19-27

29,95 €

F98759

deliv.07/15

F98478

tribe purple s14/flash red s15/clear
aqua

Size 19-27

34,95 €

F98478

deliv.06/15

INFANTS
RUNNING

FOOTWEAR Q3

[F98757H=]|
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[F98758I+]|

DINO VS INF
The Dino VS I pairs a training-inspired design with
a cool modern look for little ones. Made in layered
nylon and synthetic suede with contrast 3-Stripes,
a fun graphic lining, and a sturdy rubber toe
bumper and outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

F98757

deliv.07/15

F98758

deliv.07/15

F98758
F98757

blue/ftwr white/oxford blue f15-st
light orchid s15/ftwr white/matte silver

29,95 €

Size 19-27

§CRIBS - RUNNING

[F9861432]|

[F9861545]|

V JOG CRIB
A new style for baby done in playful colours, the V
Jog Crib has a vintage-inspired running
silhouette. Features a synthetic leather upper and
3-Stripes and a rubber outsole.
SYNTHETICS

F98614

deliv.06/15

[F98761DP]|

F98615

deliv.06/15

F98615
F98614

ftwr white/blue/clear aqua
ftwr white/flash pink s15/solar pink

Size 17-19

23,95 €

[F98760CM]|

DINO CRIB
Made for little feet just starting to walk, the Dino
Crib has a sporty, modern look. These soft little
shoes come in layered synthetic nubuck with a
playful graphic lining, contrast 3-Stripes and a
rubber toe bumper.
SYNTHETICS

F98761

deliv.07/15

F98760

deliv.07/15

F98760
F98761

clear blue/ftwr white/collegiate navy
flash pink s15/ftwr white/solar pink

Size 17-19

24,95 €
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§GUYS - CASUAL

[F9843521]|

CAFLAIRE
Slim, casual and sophisticated, the Caflaire
creates an elegant look with a suede upper.
Featuring synthetic leather 3-Stripes, a plaid
lining and a rubber cupsole.
LEATHER

F98435

deliv.09/15

F98435

oxford blue f15-st/oxford blue f15-st/
collegiate burgundy

54,95 €

Size 6-13.5

§GUYS - SEASONAL

[F98816BM]|

[F98815AJ]|

DAILY BOOT
For the Daily Boot, a winter boot is updated for
everyday wear with a vulcanised rubber outsole.
Featuring a synthetic nubuck upper, a textile
lining and a debossed logo on the back. Finished
with speckled laces.
SYNTHETICS

F98816

F98815

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

F98815
F98816

mesa/mesa/dark brown
core black/core black/ash blue s15-st

Size 6-13.5

74,95 €

§GIRLS - SELENA GOMEZ

[F98817CP]|

[F98876N5]|

BB9TIS WTR MID SG W
Part of the NEO for Selena Gomez Collection, the
BB9tis WTR Mid boot mixes a '90s-style chunky
cupsole with a quilted metallic canvas collar.
Featuring a cosy faux fur lining, a synthetic
leather upper, suede and synthetic nubuck
details, and gold fade-print 3-Stripes.
SYNTHETICS

DAILY BOOT
For the Daily Boot, a winter boot is updated for
everyday wear with a vulcanised rubber outsole.
Featuring a wool and leather upper with a quilted
collar and a cosy faux fur lining. Includes a
debossed logo on the back and speckled laces.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

F98817

deliv.09/15

F98817

core black/core black/lead

Size 6-13.5

74,95 €

F98876

deliv.09/15

F98876
Size 3.5-9

bold onix/matte gold/night cargo f14-st

79,95 €

FOOTWEAR Q4
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§GIRLS - BASKETBALL

[F98912AH]|

[F986212^]|

LITE RACER WTR SG W
The Lite Racer WTR has a feminine mesh upper
and faux fur lining with an injected EVA outsole
and a rugged rubber insert. This light and
comfortable running-inspired shoe is part of the
NEO for Selena Gomez Collection and finished
with a TPU heel clip and gold fade-print 3-Stripes.
TEXTILE

F98912

bold onix/matte gold/night cargo f14-st

69,95 €

Size 3.5-9

PARK LX MID W
A slimmed-down take on a basketball look, the
Park LX Mid mixes a synthetic leather upper with
a metallic mesh collar, metallic synthetic leather
3-Stripes and a low vulcanised rubber outsole.
SYNTHETICS

F98912

deliv.09/15

F98621

Size 3.5-9

core black/gold met./ftwr white

59,95 €

F98621

deliv.09/15

§GIRLS - RUNNING

[F9870331]|

DAILY TWIST MID SG W

X LITE TM W

Specially made just for the NEO for Selena Gomez
Collection, the Daily Twist Mid has a suede upper
with metallic synthetic leather 3-Stripes, soft faux
fur lining and a vulcanised outsole. The reversible
collar strap is suede with a metallic print on one
side and metallic enamel on the other.
LEATHER

F98703
Size 3.5-9

st cargo khaki f13/matte gold/night
cargo f14-st

69,95 €

[F98827EU]|

A clean and seamless take on a lightweight
runner, the X Lite TM mixes a metallic mesh
upper, synthetic leather overlays and printed
3-Stripes that show through the mesh. An injected
EVA outsole and a FITFOAM® sockliner make this
flexible, lightweight shoe extra comfortable.
TEXTILE

F98703

deliv.09/15

F98827

Size 3.5-9

core black/matte silver/pearl grey s14

69,95 €

F98827

deliv.09/15

§GIRLS - SEASONAL

[F98831AH]|

[F98851ER]|

X LITE W

PARK WTR HI W

NEO Label's modern, feminine take on the
running shoe, the X Lite has a flexible fit with a
melange upper, suede overlays and a textile
lining. An injected EVA outsole and a FITFOAM®
sockliner make this flexible, lightweight shoe
extra comfortable.
TEXTILE

The Park Winter Hi combines the soul of a hi top
sneaker with the style of an outdoor boot. This
shoe is built in synthetic nubuck with two-tone
faux fur on the collar and lining, hiking-inspired
laces, and D-ring eyelets. Finished with a sporty
vulcanised outsole.
SYNTHETICS

F98831
Size 3.5-9

night cargo f14-st/core black/dust rust
f15-st

64,95 €

F98831

deliv.09/15

F98851
Size 3.5-9

collegiate navy/collegiate navy/silver
met.

74,95 €

F98851

deliv.09/15

GIRLS

SEASONAL

[F98849K&]|

PARK WTR HI W

PARK WTR HI W

The Park Winter Hi combines the soul of a hi top
sneaker with the style of an outdoor boot. This
shoe is built in synthetic suede with faux fur on
the collar and lining, hiking-inspired laces, and
D-ring eyelets. Finished with a sporty vulcanised
outsole.
TEXTILE

F98850

deliv.09/15

FOOTWEAR Q4

[F98850DO]|
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F98850

Size 3.5-9

mesa/bone/tribe purple s14

74,95 €

The Park Winter Hi combines the soul of a hi top
sneaker with the style of an outdoor boot. This
shoe is built in smooth suede with a quilted collar,
a faux fur lining, hiking-inspired laces and D-ring
eyelets. Finished with a sporty vulcanised outsole.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

F98849

deliv.09/15

F98849
Size 3.5-9

core black/amazon red f14/cream
white

74,95 €
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